
Solutions for Act V Scene 3 - All Across The World

The main key to deciphering this puzzle is to realize that the patterns on each arrow are 
actually Morse Code!  If you start at the star and travel in the direction of the arrow for 
each of the ten “shish kebabs,” you’ll encounter a series of dots and dashes all stacked 
upon each other.

Decoding these diagrams, you get (clockwise from left):

 HKYITHKYINNMAYTTAR
 TRESNA
 TE  AROHA
 JACEYL
 IHUNANYA
 AMOR
 RENMEN
 LOVE
 LYUBLYU
 AEJONG

With “love” and “amor” thrown into the mix, you might get the idea that these are ways 
of saying “love” in different languages -- and you’d be right!  The only one that might be 
tricky is “amor,” as there are several languages and dialects which all share that spelling.  
But when you cross-reference these languages against the countries that are highlighted 
in textured black on the map, it becomes fairly obvious that “amor” in this puzzle must 
correspond to Portuguese-speaking Brazil.

 HKYITHKYINNMAYTTAR    Burmese   Myanmar
 TRESNA       Javanese   Indonesia (the island of Java)
 TE  AROHA      M!ori   New Zealand
 JACEYL       Somali   Somalia
 IHUNANYA      Igbo   Nigeria
 AMOR       Portuguese  Brazil
 RENMEN       Haitian Creole  Haiti
 LOVE       English   Canada
 LYUBLYU       Russian   Russia
 AEJONG       Korean   North Korea



So now how do we arrive at a solution to this puzzle?  Well -- what could we do with the 
map?  Oftentimes stars are used to denote the capital city of a country . . . what if we 
placed each “word arrow” on the map, with the star of the arrow positioned at the 
location of the capital city?  (The grid on the second page is there to help you align one 
piece of paper with the other . . .)

Well, it turns out the ten arrows all point to another capital on the map . . . Paris, France!  
(This must be where that other star from the middle of the second page must go!)

(And how do they say “love” in the “City of Love”? . . .)

The answer is: amour


